Village Night Out

With emphasis on fresh local ingredients, a pungent mix of herbs and spices and a light spattering of olive oil, Cypriot food is essentially Mediterranean, similar to that of Greece and with a hint of the Middle East and Asia Minor.

In a society of families with close ties, it is not surprising that home cooking is an important feature of everyday life, with recipes passed down through the generations. Having a hearty meal in the company of friends and family is what it’s all about. No wonder that hospitality and conviviality are deeply ingrained in the Cypriot psyche, so much so that pleasing has become a fine art. So give free reign to your taste buds and indulge in a culinary feast.

Our Village Night-Out will start with our transfer to the village. You will be escorted to a traditional stone-built tavern with an engaging traditional décor. You will be served a variety of ‘meze’ dishes (assortment of dishes) comprising mainly of meat as well as other delicious side dishes such as ‘grilled halloumi cheese’, smoked sausages, ‘koupepia’ (stuffed vine leaves with minced meat and herbs).

Along with the sumptuous selection of ‘meze’ platters you will also be served local wine as well as the authentic spirit that Cyprus is globally known for: ‘zivania’. The background music will create a festive atmosphere that will give a chance to all delegates to unwind from the busy conference schedule.

**Participation fee is inclusive of:**

Meze dinner comprising of a large variety of dishes, local wine, beer, water and soft drinks, transfers in luxurious fully air-conditioned coaches, all taxes and V.A.T. (currently at 19%), escort throughout, organization and assistance by Easy Conferences.